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Choice is ubiquitous, from small decisions such
as whether to bring an umbrella to life-changing
choices such as whether to get married. Making
good decisions is a lifelong challenge. Psychologists have long been fascinated by the mechanisms
that underlie human decision making. Why do different people make different decisions when offered
the same choices? What are common decision making errors? Which choice option is the “best” and
why? These questions are addressed in this chapter.
We first outline models and theories of decision
making, defining key concepts and terms. We then
describe the psychological processes of decision
makers and how these approaches can sometimes
lead to systematic biases and fallacies. We touch on
the related subject of judgment because of the close
relationship with decision making in the literature.

10.1 Types of Models of Decision
Making
Early theories of decision making were often normative in nature. Normative models characterize optimal or ideal decision making, for example, choosing options consistently that yield greater utility or
overall usefulness of goods (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). Often, this boils down to choosing
so as to maximize money. Psychologists, beginning
with Simon (1956), pointed out that humans rarely
choose optimally because their information processing capacities are bounded; hence, he introduced the
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term bounded rationality to describe this limited rationality and described human beings as satisficers,
who choose the first available option that satisfies a
given threshold, rather than optimizers, who choose
the option that is the best of the set (Payne, Bettman,
& Johnson, 1988).
Descriptive models describe real-life behavior in
which decision makers fall short of maximizing. Descriptive models characterize how decision makers
actually make choices and explain why they do so.
These models do not prescribe how decision makers
ought to behave if they want to accomplish specific
decision goals.
Prescriptive models attempt to bridge the gap
between normative and descriptive models. These
approaches recommend which steps to take in order to achieve certain normative goals, as for example, guidelines or decision aids in real-world contexts. These include Bransford and Stein’s (1984)
IDEAL framework, Sternberg’s (1986) problemsolving model, the GOFER model of decision making (Mann, Harmoni, & Power, 1991), and Guo’s
(2008) DECIDE model of decision making.

10.2 Foundational Concepts
One of the foundational concepts that underlies models of decision making is expected value (EV; Knutson, Taylor, Kaufman, Peterson, & Glover, 2005).
EV is calculated by multiplying the objective probability of the occurence of an event by the magnitude
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of the possible outcome (e.g., winning $10,000).
Probability is expressed as a number ranging from 0
(impossible to occur) to 1 (definite to occur). Thus,
the EV of gaining $10,000 with a 0.50 probability
would be $5,000 because $10,000 x 0.50 = $5,000.
From a mathematical perspective, the option with
the higher objective EV is the “better“ or more desirable choice option. However, options that have the
same EV are not equally attractive to many decision
makers. Consider a choice between gaining $5,000
for sure (option A: $5,000 x 1.00 probability =
$5,000) versus a 0.50 probability of gaining $10,000
versus a 0.50 probability of gaining $0 (option B:
$10,000 x 0.50 + $0 x 0.50 = $5,000). Although
both options offer the same EV, economists would
describe option B as riskier than option A because
its outcome is more variable and therefore more
uncertain (Fox & Tannenbaum, 2011). By contrast, some psychologists define risk more broadly,
encompassing behaviors such as drug abuse with
potentially negative outcomes (e.g., death due to
drug overdose). Uncertainty differs from ambiguity,
which arises when an option has unknown probabilities. For example, if option B instead consisted of
an unknown chance of gaining $10,000 (otherwise
gaining $0), the level of uncertainty associated with
this choice option would be ambiguous.
Characteristics of a choice option—such as its
EV or its levels of risk and uncertainty—are important determinants of the choices a person will
make. However, decisions are also influenced by
the individual characteristics and preferences of the
decision maker, such as their tendendies to avoid or
embrace ambiguity and risk.
Although there are exceptions where decision
makers are ambiguity-indifferent or ambiguityseeking (e.g., cancer patients with an unfavorable
prognosis; Innes & Payne, 2009), most individuals
demonstrate ambiguity aversion (Camerer & Weber, 1992). This means that most people will favor
choice options that are unambiguous over options
that are ambiguous. Similarly, most decision makers
are risk-averse: When choosing between the riskfree option A and the risky option B we described
above, most people will choose A. Nevertheless,
this does not mean that option B is never favored. In
fact, risk-seeking individuals would be expected to
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choose the risky option B, and risk-neutral or riskindifferent individuals would be expected to choose
one of the two options at random. As such, it is
impossible to classify risky or risk-free options as
better than the respective alternative—which one is
preferred will depend on the specific choice at hand,
as well as the subjective perspective of the decision
maker.

10.3 Theoretical Frameworks
10.3.1 Expected Utility Theory
One theory that accounts for subjective effects such
as the phenomenon of risk-aversion is expected utility theory (EUT), which describes a classic normative model of decision making. Unlike EV, EUT
represents outcomes non-linearly via a negatively
accelerated function of objective magnitude (von
Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). Using this function, if the objective magnitude of a reward was
continuously increasing at a set rate, the subjective
magnitude of the same reward would increase at an
increasingly slower rate, hence “negatively accelerated.” In other words, particularly at large magnitudes, the subjective value of a reward will be less
than its objective value. When EV is equal, objective outcomes are larger in the gamble, and so the
value of risky options is discounted more steeply
than the value of risk-free options.
For instance, option B may only be worth $9,950
to a decision maker. This subjective value is then
multiplied by the objective probability of the expected outcome to derive a choice option’s expected
utility. Comparable to options with high EV, options with high expected utility are expected to be
preferred over options with low expected utility. A
negatively accelerated utility function for outcomes
also explains why many decision makers will choose
option A with the certain outcome over option B
with the more uncertain or risky outcome. However,
in most studies measuring risk preferences, decision makers learn about probabilities and outcomes
through written (or spoken) description rather than
through experience. Learning about outcomes and
their probabilities by experiencing them encourages
risk-taking. When decision makers rely on feed-
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back, instead of verbal descriptions, to learn about
outcomes, they can become risk-neutral or even riskseeking in the gains domain (and risk-averse for
losses; Barron & Erev, 2003; see also Weber, Shafir,
& Blais, 2004).

10.3.2 Subjective Expected Utility
Theory
In 1954, the statistician L. J. Savage further refined
the idea of subjectivity by introducting subjective
expected utility theory (SEU). SEU accounts for
a subjective perception of probabilities through a
nonlinear transformation of objective probabilities.
(This work was one of the major influences on
prospect theory, described below, which also assumes nonlinear perceptions of probabilties.) Accordingly, SEU posits that a choice option’s subjective value is multiplied by its subjective probability
to estimate its subjective expected utility. Options
with higher subjective expected utility are hypothesized to be favored over options with lower utility.

10.3.3 Prospect Theory
In 1979, psychologists Kahneman and Tversky proposed an alternative to both EUT and SEU called
prospect theory (PT; Figure 10.1). PT not only accounts for subjectivity in perceived outcomes and
probabilities but also proposes the notion of relative
change (i.e., from a specific reference point or status quo; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). According
to PT, outcomes, even when they are objectively
equivalent, are subjectively perceived as either upward (“gains”) or downward (“losses”) adjustments
away from a reference point (Tversky & Kahneman,
1986). As a result, PT can explain crucial decision
making phenomena such as the framing effect or
loss aversion.
10.3.3.1 Framing Effect
The framing effect describes a shift in risk preferences that arises when the same information is either
framed as a “loss“ (which typically leads to risktaking, that is, choosing a risky gamble over a sure
option) or a “gain“ (which leads to risk-avoidance,
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that is, choosing a sure option over a gamble). To illustrate this effect, remember the two choice options
we introduced earlier: A, gaining $5,000 for sure,
and B, a 0.50 probability of gaining $10,000 versus
a 0.50 probability of gaining $0. As we discussed,
many decision makers prove risk-averse when confronted with these choices, and will therefore select
the first option (A).
Now, assume that instead of being faced with
the possibility of winning money (that is, a “gain“
frame), decision makers are given $10,000 and told
they might lose money (“loss“ frame). Specifically,
decision makers can either lose $5,000 for sure
or take the risk of a 0.50 probability of losing all
$10,000 versus a 0.50 probability of losing $0. In
this context, many decision makers are risk-seeking.
This means they prefer the risky option B to the
sure loss of $5,000 in option A. Accordingly, many
decision makers reverse their preferences from riskseeking to risk-avoidance depending on the reference point they are given.
By showing that decision makers prefer different
choice options depending on the way choices are being presented to them, PT challenges the traditional
economic belief that a person’s risk preferences are
consistent. A psychological approach would be to
say that risk preference is not a fixed disposition
(Becker, 1976). However, decision science is concerned with the fact that framing effects violate the
invariance assumption of EUT, thereby challenging
a fundamental assumption that human beings are
rational (i.e., have coherent preferences).

10.3.3.2 Reference Point
Like EU and SEU theory, PT hypothesizes that decision makers become less sensitive to changes in
gains or losses the farther these values move away
from the reference point. For example, the difference between gaining either $5,000 or $10,000 is believed to feel more significant to the decision maker
than the difference between $105,000 or $110,000.
This is true even though in both cases, the two choice
options differ by an absolute value of $5,000. This
is because $105,000 and $110,000 are much farther
away from zero than both $5,000 and $10,000 are.
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10.3.3.3 Loss Aversion
PT further holds that decision makers not only perceive changes differently when they move away
from the reference point, but also depending on their
direction compared to the reference point (that is,
based on whether changes represent gains or losses).
The concept of loss aversion follows from the observation that to decision makers, losses “feel“ worse
than gains of the same magnitude “feel“ good (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Consequently, decision
makers are believed to be more motivated to avoid a
loss of a certain value than they are to obtain a gain
of objectively equivalent value. PT’s framework incorporates loss aversion by modeling a steeper loss
function than gain function in its valuation of outcomes, yielding a distorted S-shape, with a flatter
top and a longer bottom.

Decision Making

pate more common events, such as experiencing a
car crash.
In sum, theories of decision making such as EUT,
SEUT, and PT predict that decision makers rarely
make decisions grounded in the objective characteristics of the choice options they are considering.
Instead, decision makers seem to base their choices
on subjective perceptions of objective information
and personal preferences relating to risks, rewards,
and losses. However, predictions made by EUT,
SEUT, and PT are not always good descriptions of
actual decision making, even at the group level (e.g.,
Reyna, Chick, Corbin, & Hsia, 2014); we return to
this topic below when we discuss an alternative to
these theories, fuzzy-trace theory.

10.4 Dual Process Theories of Decision
Making

10.3.3.4 Probability Weighting Function
In addition, PT proposes a probability weighting
function. According to the probability weighting
function, decision makers do not perceive differences in probabilities realistically either. Instead,
they underestimate moderate to high probabilities
and overestimate small probabilities. As a result,
decision makers may wrongfully anticipate the occurence of very unlikely events, such as winning the
lottery or dying in a plane crash, but fail to antici-

10.4.1 System 1 and System 2
More recently, decision making researchers including Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman have proposed so-called dual process theories of judgment
and decision making. This type of theory contrasts intuitive, impulsive decision making (also
called “System 1“ reasoning) with rational and logical deliberation (“System 2“ reasoning; Kahneman, 2003, 2011; Stanovich & West, 2008; see

Figure 10.1: The value function that passes through the reference point is s-shaped and asymmetrical. The value function is steeper for
losses than gains indicating that losses outweigh gains. ©Marc Oliver Rieger, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://en.wikipedia.org/
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also “Type 1” and “Type 2” processes in Evans &
Stanovich, 2013).
Dual process theories generally characterize fast,
automatic “System 1” reasoning as the major source
of decision making biases (Kahneman, 2003, 2011;
but see Duke, Goldsmith, & Amir, 2018, for contradictory evidence). According to EUT and PT, biases
such as the framing effect can lead to seemingly
irrational judgments of reality or decision making
that is not always advantageous. To reiterate, the
framing effect occurs when people‘s subjective perception of different choice options varies depending
on how the options are portrayed or phrased, even
when, objectively, the choice options are equivalent.
We return to the framing effect later in this chapter
to discuss when such technically irrational biases
can actually turn out to be smart (Reyna, 2018).
10.4.1.1 Temporal Discounting
Dual process theories have also been applied to temporal discounting. Temporal discounting is the
tendency to assign a smaller subjective value to a
delayed reward compared to an immediate reward
(Kirby, 2009; McClure, Laibson, Loewenstein, &
Cohen, 2004; but see Kable & Glimcher, 2007). Discounting distant outcomes can lead decision makers
to choose smaller, immediate rewards over greater,
delayed rewards, and therefore decrease the magnitude of their overall gains. Depending on their
patterns of discounting in time preferences, their
choices can also violate consistency.
In psychological research, higher rates of temporal discounting have been linked to impulsivity and
unhealthy risk-taking such as drug and alcohol abuse
(Bickel, 2012; Bickel et al., 2012; Story, Vlaev, Seymour, Darzi, & Dolan, 2014). Accordingly, some
researchers have drawn connections between impulsive “System 1“ reasoning and higher rates of
temporal discounting (that is, higher rates of making
suboptimal choices). For example, McClure and colleagues (2004) suggest that distinct neural systems
activate when people make impulsive versus patient
(willingness to wait for larger rewards) choices in
temporal discounting tasks. Alternatively, according
to Ballard and Knutson (2009), some brain regions
are more sensitive to the magnitude of future re-
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wards while other brain regions are more sensitive
to the delay of future rewards. This can affect the
perceived value of immediate and delayed choice
options and may lead decision makers to perceive
delayed rewards as less desirable than immediate
rewards.

10.4.2 Developmental Dual Process
Theories
“System 1” reasoning is traditionally assumed to be
phylogenetically and ontogenetically less advanced
than “System 2” reasoning, which increases with
maturation (Steinberg, 2008). Thus, dual process
theories cannot explain why, rather than becoming
less pronounced, the strength of the framing effect
has been shown to increase with age and experience
(Reyna & Ellis, 1994; Reyna & Farley, 2006; Reyna
et al., 2011, 2014). In the context of standard dual
process theories, this finding is out of place, as mature decision makers are expected to become less
susceptible to reasoning biases that have been explained in terms of “System 1“ processing, not more.
For that and many other reasons, more recently developed theories aim at rethinking some of the core
assumptions of standard dual process theories.

10.4.3 Fuzzy-Trace Theory
One such theory is fuzzy-trace theory (FTT). Put
forward by psychologists Reyna and colleagues
(e.g., Reyna, 2012), FTT is a modern dual process
theory that distinguishes between developmentally
advanced intuition and mere impulsivity, which is
believed to be developmentally inferior (Reyna, Weldon, & McCormick, 2015). FTT posits that a person encodes information simultaneously into verbatim representations, which are composed of surfacelevel details, and gist representations, which capture
bottom-line meaning. Although roughly categorized
as a dual process theory, FTT technically assumes
that information is being processed and represented
on a continuum between precise, verbatim details
on the one end and vague, abstract gists on the other.
Verbatim details include concrete numbers, exact
wording, and other surface-level information (e.g.,
“Treatment A has a 30% risk of experiencing side
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effects.“). Conversely, gist describes the fuzzy meaning underlying such details (e.g., “Treatment A is
risky“).
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with age (Romer, Reyna, & Satterthwaite, 2017).
As a consequence, adults are predicted to rely more
strongly on fuzzy, gist-based processing (as opposed
to verbatim processing) than adolescents.

10.4.3.1 Hierarchy of Representations
The theory posits that the gist of information is encoded at varying levels of abstraction to form a hierarchy of representations, and evidence supports this
prediction: The simplest level of gist representation
is grounded in categorical yes-or-no distinctions,
such as whether or not a choice option entails any
level of risk. Imagine deciding between treatment
A with a 10% risk of side effects and treatment B
with a 0% risk of side effects. Here, a categorical
gist representation could be “Treatment A is risky.
Treatment B is not risky“. More refined representations require ordinal less-or-more distinctions. If
treatment A comes with a 10% risk and treatment
B with a 5% risk, the corresponding representation
might take the shape of “Treatment A has a higher
risk than Treatment B“. Finally, the most precise
representations of information call for exact details,
such “Treatment A has a 10% risk of reducing life
expectancy by 1 year while treatment B has a 5%
risk of reducing life expectancy by 2 years“. Which
representation will be relied on is ultimately determined by the specificity of the choice at hand, with a
preference for the least-detailed representation that
allows for a decision (dubbed the “fuzzy-processing
preference”; Corbin, Reyna, Weldon, & Brainerd,
2015; Reyna & Brainerd, 2008; Reyna & Lloyd,
2006).
10.4.3.2 Developmental Trajectories
According to FTT, decision makers shift from verbatim to gist-based processing as they develop (Mills,
Reyna, & Estrada, 2008; Reyna, 2012; Reyna &
Brainerd, 2011; Reyna & Lloyd, 2006). In the context of FTT, gist-based processing serves intuition,
here defined as an advanced ability to extract meaning and recognize patterns (Reyna, 2012). Since
intuition is acquired through age, experience, and
expertise, intuitive decision making is believed to
be different from impulsive decision making, which
peaks in adolescence and becomes less common
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10.4.3.3 Risk-Taking and Risk Avoidance
Reducing choice options to their bottom-line gist
enables decision makers to categorically reject catastrophic risks, without trading off risk for the reward
a risky choice option offers. Gist-reliance is often negatively associated with unhealthy risk-taking,
whereas verbatim-based processing and impulsivity are often positively related to risk-taking (along
with reward sensitivity and impulsivity, explaining
unique variance in why adolescents are more riskprone; Mills et al., 2008; Reyna & Farley, 2006;
Reyna & Mills, 2014; Reyna et al., 2015; Wilhelms, Reyna, Brust-Renck, Weldon, & Corbin,
2015). Verbatim-based reasoning leads decision
makers to weigh risks against benefits, which can
facilitate risk-taking if the risks associated with a
choice option are perceived as low and benefits are
perceived as sufficiently high. For example, the risk
of contracting HIV from unprotected sex is low, so
decision makers relying on verbatim representations,
when weighing the risk of contracting HIV against
the benefits from unprotected sex, will consider taking this risk because the benefits outweigh the risks
(Wilhelms et al., 2015). Decision makers relying on
gist representations, such as that it only takes once
to get HIV, would not take the risk of contracting
HIV, a catastrophically bad outcome (i.e., no risk
of contracting HIV is better than some risk of contracting HIV). Evidence supports these theoretical
tenets.
10.4.3.4 Standard and Reverse Framing
When comparing choice options whose risks
and benefits differ considerably in size, this
can lead children—whose processing veers closer
to verbatim-based processing than gist-based
processing—to process risks more objectively, and
thus to not show irrational framing biases. Some
young people, especially those who are sensitive
to rewards (e.g., adolescents), may exhibit reverse
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framing when rewards are large, preferring gambles
for gains and sure losses over risky losses (Reyna et
al., 2011; Reyna & Farley, 2006). In reverse framing, a person tends to make the opposite choices that
one would make in the typical framing effect (that
is, choosing the risky gamble in the “gain“ frame
and the sure option in the “loss“ frame). This effect, however, does not carry over into adulthood:
Adults, with their greater tendency to rely on the simple gist of choices (such as “losing something for
sure“ versus “losing something or losing nothing“
if presented with a “loss“ frame), tend to produce
the standard framing effect (Chick & Reyna, 2012;
Reyna et al., 2011). Young children do not show
framing effects (Reyna & Ellis, 1994). Standard
framing first emerges when differences in outcomes
are small. When differences are substantial, older
children and adolescents display reverse framing by
favoring larger but risky rewards over smaller but
safe rewards. A preference for reverse framing becomes stronger as adolescents’ reward sensitivity
develops. The increasing tendency to rely on gist
develops with adulthood, in which most decision
makers demonstrate standard framing.
10.4.3.5 Developmental Reversal
As initially predicted by FTT, the standard framing effect increases with age and experience (e.g.,
Kim, Goldstein, Hasher, & Zacks, 2006; Reyna et
al., 2014), which is at odds with assumptions of
standard dual process theories. Greater development, according to these theories, leads to greater
reliance on the slow, labored “System 2“ reasoning,
leading to fewer biases, like the framing effect, in
judgments and decisions, in contrast to what literature has shown (Wilhelms & Reyna, 2013; but see
Peters et al., 2006). FTT conceptualizes the increase
in the framing effect with age, and other developmental biases that disagree with the predictions put
forward by standard dual process theories (such as
an increase in the production of false memories), as a
developmental reversal (Brainerd, Reyna, & Ceci,
2008; De Neys & Vanderputte, 2011; Reyna & Ellis,
1994; Reyna et al., 2011). Per FTT, developmental
reversals occur when less mature decision makers,
such as children and adolescents, “outperform” ma-
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ture decision makers on certain types of decision
tasks. Research grounded in FTT suggests that developmental reversals are the result of an increase in
gist-based reasoning with age and experience, which
makes mature decision makers more susceptible to
reasoning biases that originate from gist-based reasoning than children and adolescents are (Reyna &
Brainerd, 2011; Weldon, Corbin, & Reyna, 2013).

10.5 Heuristics and Biases
10.5.1 Bounded Rationality
Bounded rationality assumes that decision makers
are often unable to deliberate each decision slowly
and carefully (Simon, 1957; 1991). In other words,
decision makers will not always be able to rely on
“System 2” processing as it is described through
standard dual process theories, even if they are mature and experienced in making decisions. Instead,
finite cognitive resources, time constraints, and incomplete information can drive decision makers to
fall back on so-called heuristic processing, which is
associated with “System 1” processing.
Heuristics are “recipes” or rules-of-thumb that
serve as fast and efficient mental shortcuts to simplify many of the decisions and judgments we need
to make every day (Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011).
The use of heuristics is assumed to be adaptive and
can be highly successful, but heuristics also give
rise to biases similar to the reasoning errors we have
already introduced in this chapter. When psychologists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman introduced the heuristics-and-biases research program in
the 1970s (e.g., 1974), multiple heuristics and biases were identified. Here, we describe some of the
most well-known heuristics and biases. Although
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011) emphasize the
adaptive nature of heuristics and biases, Tversky
and Kahneman also argued in favor of overall adaptiveness (and similarly relied heavily on Simon),
but designed tests that revealed human limitations
and fallacies. One difference in these approaches
is definitional, describing heuristics as processing
only part of information in a simpleminded way
(Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier) as opposed to substituting one kind of judgment (that comes more readily
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to mind, e.g., similarity) for another judgment (e.g.,
probability; Kahneman, 2003) or processing meaningful gist rather than superficial details (Reyna,
2012). Although some scholars have challenged
traditional norms of rationality, assertions about
alternatives such as ecological rationality (the degree to which a heuristic is adapted to the structure of the environment) are difficult to test scientifically.

10.5.1.1 Availability Heuristic
To judge the relative probability or frequency of an
event, the availability heuristic relies on the ease
with which people recall examples associated with
different choice options or events. For instance,
when asked whether there are more words in the
English language that have R as their first or as their
third letter, most people—incorrectly—choose the
former (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). This occurs
because words that start with a certain letter are more
readily available for us to recall than other types of
words. In everyday life, decision makers often rely
on salient information in their environment (such
as information publicized in the news) to evaluate
how likely they are to contract certain diseases or
to experience specific events, such as a shark attack
(e.g., Read, 1995). Because rare and unexpected
events are more likely to be publicized than expected
events, people will sometimes overestimate the likelihood of uncommon events and underestimate the
likelihood of more common events.
More generally, it is crucial to read original articles (rather than only secondhand summaries of
them) to fully understand the arguments and counterarguments in the decision making literature. For
example, Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011) say that
“Neither version of the availability heuristic could
predict participants’ frequency estimates. Instead,
estimated frequencies were best predicted by actual
frequencies” (p. 458), but the second sentence of
Tversky and Kahneman’s (1973) article on the availability heuristic makes a similar point (p. 207): “In
general, availability is correlated with ecological
frequency, but it is also affected by other factors.“
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10.5.1.2 Recognition Heuristic
In a similar vein, decision makers employ the recognition heuristic to make judgments about pairs of
objects or events they have limited knowledge about.
Students from Germany and the U.S. were tasked to
compare pairs of American or German cities with
regard to the size of their populations (Gigerenzer
& Goldstein, 1996; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002).
Since Americans lacked detailed knowledge about
German cities and vice versa, participants simply
relied on whether or not they recognized the name
of foreign cities (a less-is-more effect). If they recognized only one of the two cities in a pair, they
inferred that this city had a bigger population, substituting familiarity for knowledge.
10.5.1.3 Affect Heuristic
People can rely on a different heuristic when evaluating which of two choice options is the riskier one:
When comparing risks, the affect heuristic implies
that dread increases perceived risk, even when objective probabilities do not warrant this inference
(Slovic, 1987). This can skew individuals’ understanding of risk-benefit tradeoffs: Although in real
life, risks and benefits can be positively correlated
(meaning high risks come with high rewards), relying on the affect heuristic has been linked to the
perception of an inverse relationship between risks
and benefits. Objects or activities that elicit positive
affect are typically believed to be high in benefits
and low in risks, whereas the opposite is true for objects or activities that evoke negative feelings such
as dread (Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic, & Johnson,
2000; Slovic, 1987).
10.5.1.4 Confirmation Bias
Another bias that affects decision makers’s ability
to reason objectively is confirmation bias. This
bias describes people’s tendency to selectively seek,
attend to, or recall evidence that sides with one’s
initial opinion (Plous, 1993). Similarly, people
have been found to be biased in their interpretation
of information lacking clear meaning, construing
whichever meaning best fits their personal attitudes.
In a seminal experiment, proponents and opponents
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of the death penalty read two scientific studies examining whether or not the death penalty deterred
murder (Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979). While one
study found that murder rates decreased in those
U.S. states that had introduced the death penalty,
the other study found no effect of the death penalty.
Unbeknownst to the participants, both studies were
entirely fictional. In line with a confirmation bias,
participants thought that the study that supported
their personal stance on death penalty was more probative than the study that contradicted their beliefs,
of which they were markedly more critical.
10.5.1.5 Hindsight Bias
Also referred to as the “I-knew-it-all-along” effect,
hindsight bias is observed when, after an event occurs, decision makers overestimate how predictable
the outcome was in the first place (Fischhoff, 2007).
In one of the first studies designed to test the hindsight bias, decision scientists Fischhoff and Beyth
(1975) tasked decision makers to evaluate the probability of several possible outcomes associated with
President Nixon’s then-upcoming visit to China and
Russia. Following Nixon’s return to the U.S., participants overestimated the probabilities they had
assigned to those outcomes that ended up occurring,
exaggerating how foreseeable these events had factually been.
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willing to spend to acquire the mug when they did
not own it (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1990).
10.5.1.7 Sunk-cost Fallacy
Similar to the attachment people feel towards their
belongings or property, people also grow attached to
past investments. As a result, decision makers often
continue to invest time, money, or effort into previously made commitments, even when these commitments fail to pay off. This bias, labeled sunk-cost
fallacy, arises because people dislike incurring the
loss of resources they have already invested into an
endeavor (Arkes & Blumer, 1985). To provide an
example, imagine that you have made a nonrefundable downpayment on a nice watch that you plan on
gifting to your father. After making the downpayment, you come across a different watch that you
like better. But since you do not want to waste the
money you have already invested, you purchase the
watch you saw first instead of the watch you prefer.
This fallacy is typically explained in terms of loss
aversion (which we introduced earlier in this chapter), as it aligns with the assumption that decision
makers are more motivated to avoid losses (e.g., losing the money invested in the first watch) than to
acquire gains (e.g., buying the nicer watch, Tversky
& Kahneman, 1986).
10.5.1.8 Status Quo Bias

10.5.1.6 Endowment Effect
Some phenomena have not been labeled biases, even
though they produce biased judgments and decisions.
For example, the endowment effect leads individuals to overestimate the objective value of objects
they own, simply because they own them (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991). This means that
people are more partial to the same object if it is in
their own possession than when it is in somebody
else’s possession. In transactions, the endowment
effect manifests as an unwillingness to trade objects
one owns (Knetsch, 1989), or to demand an exaggerated price in exchange for parting with them. In
a famous demonstration of this effect, decision makers who were given a mug charged approximately
twice as much money to part with it than they were

But even if no prior investments are involved, many
people perceive any change away from an existing
choice to another choice option as a loss of sorts:
The status quo bias (also known as the default effect) treats default settings or previous choices as
reference points that are typically preferred over alternative choice options (Samuelson, & Zeckhauser,
1988). For instance, countries that have implemented an opt-out policy for organ donation report
much higher consent rates to organ donations than
countries in which willing potential donors have to
manually opt in (Johnson & Goldstein, 2003). According to Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky
(1982), this could be because individuals regret their
choices more strongly when they suffer negative
consequences as a result of a new action than when
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they experience negative consequences as a result
of inertia. PT suggests that the status quo acts as
a reference point for all subsequent decisions, and
that the prospect of potential losses associated with
leaving the reference point outweigh the prospect
of potential gains (because losses loom larger than
gains).
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makers agree that his personality best outfits him to
work as a librarian. However, this response neglects
to take the underlying base rate into account. In the
experiment, this base rate had been presented to favor farmers (also see representativeness heuristic,
Kahneman & Tversky, 1973).
10.5.1.11 Conjunction Fallacy

10.5.1.9 Anchoring Effect
The anchoring effect, another bias, is evident when
individuals base their decisions around an initial “anchor value“ they encounter, even when this value is
unrelated to the question at hand (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Once an anchor is in place, subsequent decisions are made by deviating away from
this value, which leads to substantial biases in the
estimation of prices and other numbers. For example, Ariely, Loewenstein, and Prelec (2003) asked
MIT students to write down the last two digits of
their social security number and then prompted them
to bid for objects such as chocolate or computer
equipment. Individuals with higher numbers made
notably higher bids than those with lower numbers,
suggesting that people anchored their judgments on
their social security numbers—despite the fact that
these numbers held no relevant information about
the value of the auction items. While any salient
number can serve as an anchor, anchors do not have
to be random or meaningless: often, anchors are
highly relevant to the choice context, such as existing baseline values.
10.5.1.10 Base-rate Fallacy
Anchor values are not the only way seemingly irrelevant information can bias our judgments. Individuals also engage in what is known as the base-rate
fallacy, a reasoning error that ignores generic, statistical information in favor of specific, qualitative
information (Tversky & Kahneman, 1985). Consider the case of a person named Steve (Kahneman,
2011), who is known to be shy, withdrawn, helpful,
and tidy, with great attention to detail and a love for
structure but little interest in engaging with people
or the real world. When asked whether Steve is more
likely to be a farmer or a librarian, many decision
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When passing judgment, people are similarly prone
to committing what is commonly referred to as a
conjunction fallacy: the incorrect assumption that
a combination of two or more conditions is more
likely to occur than one of these conditions by itself.
The most well-known example in this context is that
of the fictional “Linda”, who is “31 years old, single,
outspoken, and very bright. She majored in philosophy. As a student, she was deeply concerned with
issues of discrimination and social justice, and also
participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations“ (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983, p. 297).
Given this information, is it more likely that Linda
is a bank teller or that Linda is a bank teller who is
active in the feminist movement? Since the latter
is more aligned with Linda’s personality, the majority of people side with the second rather than the
first option. This type of reasoning, however, is erroneous, as the probability of a single event (i.e., Linda
being a bank teller) must necessarily be higher than
or the same as the probability of two joint events that
are a subset of the more inclusive event (i.e., Linda
being a bank teller and an activist). This fallacy
is often explained through the use of the representativeness heuristic (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972).
This heuristic draws comparisons between specific
cases (e.g., Linda’s characteristics) and a standard
or parent population (e.g., feminists), sometimes resulting in the incorrect conclusion that just because
something is more representative, it is also more
likely to be probable.
Finally, decisions and judgments are often aided
by social factors. Attribution bias is the common
tendency to generate different explanations for one’s
own behavior as opposed to other people’s behavior (Ross, 1977): When people evaluate their own
actions (such as cutting in line while waiting in a
queue), they often attribute them to external or con-
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textual factors (e.g., being late for work). However,
when interpreting other individuals’ actions, people often believe that behavior is driven by internal
factors that are characteristic of the person (such as
cutting in line due to rudeness)—possibly because
they are unaware of the external factors that affect
other people’s lives. Aside from such internal and
situational factors, judgments and choices will often
be governed by social norms. Norms act as implicit
or explicit guidelines to inform individuals whether
to make a certain decision or not based on what other
people around them do or expect them to do.
In this context, psychologists typically differentiate between injunctive and descriptive norms that
influence decision making (Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990). Injunctive norms outline which behaviors are socially desirable or acceptable, such
as tipping a waitress, stopping at a red traffic light,
or abstaining from underage drinking. Descriptive
norms are perceptions of other people’s actual behavior. Consider, for example, an adolescent who
is attending a party at a friend’s house. This adolescent may decide to embrace underage drinking
because she knows or believes that other guests are
illegally consuming alcohol as well—even if injunctive norms (such as the law, or her parents’ rules)
prohibit it. As a result, injunctive and descriptive
norms will not always overlap, even though in many
cases, they do.

10.6 Decision Strategies
As discussed, cognitive, social and situational factors lead decision makers to base their decisions on
seemingly irrelevant cues or skew the accuracy of
their judgments. In the following part of our chapter,
we review which strategies individuals employ to
engage with and integrate evidence when sufficient
information is available to them. These kind of decision strategies are typically categorized in two ways.
The literature distinguishes between compensatory
and non-compensatory strategies (Hogarth, 1990;
von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986). Compensatory
strategies allow trade-offs between positive and negative values on different choice attributes whereas
non-compensatory strategies take the opposite ap-
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proach: A positive value in one choice attribute cannot make up for a negative value in another attribute.
In practice, this means that some non-compensatory
strategies dismiss any choice option that performs
poorly on essential choice attributes.
Some of the most commonly studied strategies (e.g., Mata & Nunes, 2010; Svenson &
Maule, 1993; Wichary & Smolen, 2016) include
non-compensatory, satisficing strategies, such as
elimination-by-aspects (EBA; Tversky, 1972) and
the take-the-best strategy (TTB) (Hogarth, 1990;
von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986). EBA requires
decision makers to determine which choice attribute is the most important to them and to exclude
all choice options from consideration that do not
achieve a high enough value on this attribute. This
process is then repeated for the second most important attribute (and so forth) until only one choice
option prevails (Tversky, 1972). In contrast, TTB
simply chooses that option which outperforms other
options on a single choice attribute that is deemed
“important enough” to enable a decision (or correlated with the outcome; Gigerenzer & Goldstein,
1996). How decision makers know which attributes
outperform others is an open question.
Compensatory, optimizing take a different approach than non-compensatory, satisficing strategies do. For example, the weighted additive rule
(WADD) weighs the attributes associated with each
option by their importance (or other means) and then
adds up the different attributes to decide which option is the most favorable. Tallying (TALLY) is a
special case of the WADD rule in which pros and
cons are just added up without assigning them different weights (EW, equal weighting). EW selects the
choice option with the highest sum of all attribute
values, treating all attributes as equally important.
Unlike EW, WADD assigns different importance to
different choice attributes. To choose the choice option with the highest sum of attribute values, WADD
first multiplies the value of each piece of information
with the importance of the relevant choice attribute
and then calculates the sum of these products, as in
EV and EUT.
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10.6.1 Satisficing versus Optimizing
Since using non-compensatory or satisficing decision strategies requires less cognitive effort than
using compensatory or optimizing strategies, satisficing becomes more common with age (e.g., Bruine de Bruin, Parker, & Strough, 2016). Although
this suggests that older adults could be more prone
to making uninformed choices, simulations demonstrate that employing more demanding strategies
only leads to small gains in decision quality when
compared to non-compensatory or satisficing strategies (Mata & Nunes, 2010). Put differently, some
scholars interpret these null effects (no difference
between strategies detected for these decisions) to
mean that even resource-efficient choice strategies
such as TTB and EBA can allow decision makers
to make rather advantageous choices. However, research shows that people generally do not optimize
in the strict sense of thoroughly processing all available information, but they do seem to process both
outcome and probability information along with
other simpler representations of that information,
as predicted by FTT (see Reyna, 2012).

10.7 Conclusion
At the beginning of this chapter, we set out to answer key questions about human decision making:
Why are certain choice options favored over others,
why do people make different choices when offered
equivalent options, and which types of errors commonly occur when people make decisions? Taken
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together with the models and theories we outlined at
the beginning of this chapter, knowing which strategies people employ and which biases they produce
now gives us the means to describe, explain, and
predict how decision makers will choose between
choice options when facing certain types of decisions.
The theories we have reviewed expect decision
makers to favor safe and unambiguous choice options, to pursue options with higher EVs, to adopt
simplified choice strategies, or to emphasize gistbased processing when possible. A fundamental
finding is that decision makers shift their choice
preferences in accordance with the standard framing effect. However, many individuals are not “average” decision makers: which choice options or
strategies people consider desirable will depend on
their risk and reward preferences, their subjective
appraisal of objective choice characteristics such as
magnitude and probability, their cognitive resources
and processing style, and their susceptibility to both
standard and reverse framing. Importantly, these
determinants can evolve across the lifespan and in
response to situational demands and constraints, suggesting that the same individual may well employ
different strategies or come to a different decision
when facing the same choice twice. In sum, decision
making is a complex synthesis between the choice at
hand, the decision makers’ individual make up, and
the context in which the decision is made, including
time constraints and whether there is information
available that can help people to come to a decision.

Summary
1. Normative, descriptive, and prescriptive models distinguish how decision makers make
choices (descriptive) and how they should ideally behave (normative) to reach certain decision
goals. Normative models propose that decision makers are rational, trying to optimize
outcomes. In contrast, descriptive models hold that decision makers often violate assumptions
of rationality. Prescriptive models make recommendations on how to achieve certain decision
goals.
2. According to various theories of subjectivity, decision makers decide between different
choice options by subjectively evaluating objective information about choice outcomes and
the probability with which these outcomes occur. Whereas expected utility theory only
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considers subjective evaluations of choice outcomes, subjective expected utility theory also
accounts for subjective evaluations of probabilities. Prospect theory combines both of these
assumptions with additional hypotheses about reference points, sensitivity to changes from
that reference point, and the influence of gains versus losses.
3. Dual process theories of decision making predict that decision makers evaluate choice
options using one of two information-processing mechanisms: fast and impulsive “System 1”
processing or slow and careful “System 2” processing. Standard dual process theories
propose that decision makers default to “System 1” processing, which gives rise to various
decision biases such as the framing effect or temporal discounting. Conversely, “System 2”
processing is thought to increase with advanced reasoning and with maturity from childhood
to adulthood.
4. Fuzzy-trace theory builds on previous theories of decision making, but also is the source
of predictions that falsify those theories. The theory introduces novel assumptions about
mental representations of choices: surface level verbatim representations and bottom-line, gist
representations. FTT further deviates from standard dual process theories by differentiating
between impulsiveness, which peaks in adolescence and leads to unhealthy risk-taking, and
intuition based on reliance on gist representations, which is developmentally advanced and
generally encourages healthy decision making (e.g., avoidance of HIV risk). According to
FTT, mature decision makers rely more strongly on simple meaning (or gist) whereas younger
decision makers resort to verbatim processing of rote information. As predicted, this theory
can explain an increase in certain biases (e.g., the framing effect) with age, dubbing this
general phenomenon of increasing gist-based biases as developmental reversal.
5. Bounded rationality assumes that decision makers are constrained in their ability to reason,
especially under time pressure, when information is limited, or cognitive resources are low.
Kahneman/Tversky, Gigerenzer and others have assumed that decision making exhibits
cognitive economy, relying on fast-and-frugal mental shortcuts called heuristics (Nisbett &
Ross, 1980). However, research since the 1990s has called these assumptions (that capacity
limitations cause decision biases) into question (Reyna, 2012; Stanovich & West, 2008).
6. Under cognitive, time, or information constraints, decision makers are expected to fall back
on heuristics—decision rules that help us make good decisions fast but that can also lead to
reasoning biases that skew judgments or lead to suboptimal decisions. Well-known examples
include the representativeness, recognition, and affect heuristic. Research suggests that
these heuristics are due to intuitive processes.
7. When information is available, decision makers can employ thorough or frugal choice strategies to navigate the information, but that might not identify the most beneficial choice option
as traditionally assumed. Satisficing and non-compensatory strategies were thought to operate under time constraints or limited cognitive resources, considering only some of the
information available, but more recent research suggests that simpler gist processing is used
even when people have information and time. Optimizing and compensatory strategies
represent time- and resource-intensive choice strategies that consider much of the available
information before allowing for a choice, but they do not necessarily yield superior choices.
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Review Questions
1. Define what a “heuristic” is and under which circumstances decision makers may use heuristics.
Describe at least two examples of heuristics.
2. Explain the difference between the standard framing effect and the reverse framing effect.
Which types of decision makers are likely to engage in standard or reverse framing, and why?
3. Describe the difference between normative, prescriptive, and descriptive models of decision
making.
4. What are the differences between fuzzy-trace theory and standard dual process theories of
decision making?
5. Summarize how to calculate the expected value (EV) of a choice option. If two options have
the same EV, how might decision makers decide between them?
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Latest Research Highlights
Differences between description and experience, such as greater risk aversion when gains are
described verbally rather than experienced. For example, suppose that the rate of car thefts is about
1 in 10 in a city (9,989 for every 100,000 people); many people would buy insurance in this situation
to protect against the risk of car theft. However, suppose you left your car unlocked for months and
never experienced car theft or any other problem with your car. Not experiencing the statistically
rare outcome of car theft (or experiencing it rarely) tends to lower the perception of risk, compared
to describing the risk verbally.
Developmental reversals, a growing list of heuristics and biases that emerge with development from
childhood to adulthood, contrary to traditional cognitive theories. For example, given a choice
between winning two prizes for sure versus spinning a spinner to win four prizes or nothing, most
adults choose the sure thing. However, when given four prizes and offered a choice between losing
two prizes for sure or spinning a spinner to lose four prizes or nothing, most adults choose the
risky option. Adults avoid the sure loss even when the total number of prizes is a net gain. This
bias is not present in children; they pick the risky option about 70% of the time for both gains and
losses, responding to the objective outcomes when they are explained simply and displayed clearly.
FTT explains framing effects in terms of the qualitative gist of the options (get something or take a
chance on getting nothing), as opposed to objective (verbatim) tradeoffs between risk and reward.
Dual-process models and their counterarguments, including differentiating different kinds of dual
processes. For example, people with higher processing capacity who think carefully will sometimes
censor their responses to gains and losses, making their choices more consistent, when they are
presented with both gains and loss versions of the same decision. Dual-process theories suggest
that this censoring is an example of deliberative System 2 thinking inhibiting intuitive System 1
thinking.
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Glossary

Glossary
affect heuristic Infers unknown properties of a
choice option (such as its relative level of risk)
from the emotional response the choice option
elicits. 184, 189
ambiguity The degree to which a decision maker
does not know the properties of a decision.
178
anchoring effect Evident when individuals base
their judgments or decisions on an initial “anchor value“ they encounter, even when this
value is irrelevant to the task at hand. 186
attribution bias The tendency to explain one’s
own behavior through external factors while
explaining other people’s behavior through
internal factors. 186
availability heuristic Judgments or decisions
based on the ease with which people recall
examples associated with different choice
options. 184
base-rate fallacy A reasoning error that ignores
generic, statistical information in favor of specific, qualitative information. 186
bias A cognitive error that skews judgments or
leads to suboptimal decision making. 189
bounded rationality The notion that finite cognitive resources, time constraints, and incomplete information limit decision makers’ ability to make careful, deliberate decisions. 183,
189
compensatory choice strategies Allow favorable choice attributes to compensate for unfavorable choice attributes. 187, 189
confirmation bias The tendency to selectively
seek, attend to, or recall evidence that sides
with one’s initial opinion. 184
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conjunction fallacy The incorrect assumption
that a set of specific conditions is more likely
to occur than one general condition. 186
descriptive decision models Frameworks that
seek to describe the state things are in and
explain how that state came about. 177, 188
descriptive norms Norms formulated based on
how other people behave, or one’s perception
of how they behave. 187
developmental reversal A developmental effect
that goes against most assumptions about cognitive development (i.e., cognitive heuristics
and biases becoming stronger throughout the
lifespan). 183, 189
dual process theories of decision making
Theories that explain decision-making as
a conflict between rational and logical deliberation (i.e., System 1) and impulsive intuition
(i.e., System 2). 180, 189
elimination-by-aspects (EBA) strategy First
determines which choice attribute is the most
important and then excludes all choice options from consideration that do not achieve a
high enough value on this attribute. 187
endowment effect Leads decision makers to
overestimate the objective value of objects
they own, simply because they own them. 185
equal weights (EW) strategy Selects choice
option with the highest sum of all attribute
values, treating all choice attributes as equally
important. 187
expected utility (EU) theory An economic theory that posits that decision makers scale
down the objective magnitude of an outcome
(e.g., due to risk aversion) before multiplying
magnitude and probability to determine the
expected utility of a decision. 178, 188

Glossary

expected value (EV) An economic principle that
uses the product of probability and outcome
to discern a decision’s likely value. 177, 188
framing effect A phenomenon that occurs when
decision makers, choosing between a safe option and an equivalent gamble, choose the
gamble when choices are framed as loss and
the safe option when choices are framed as a
gain. 179, 188, 189
fuzzy-trace theory (FTT) A dual process theory
of decision making that distinguishes between
verbatim representations of information (encoding details and surface features of information) and gist representations (encoding the
bottom-line meaning of information). Unlike
traditional dual process theories, FTT distinguishes gist-based intuition, which is developmentally advanced, from mere impulsivity.
181, 189
heuristic A fast and frugal rule-of-thumb that can
lead to biases in judgment and decision making. 183, 189
hindsight bias When, after the fact, decision makers overestimate the predactibility of a factually unforeseeable event. 185
injunctive norms Outline which behaviors are socially desirable or acceptable. 187
loss aversion Decision makers are often more
strongly motivated to avoid losses than to obtain equivalent gains, as losses feel ca. twice
as painful as equivalent gains feel good. 179,
180
normative decision models Frameworks that
seek to define optimal decision making or
choices that result in the most efficient allocation of resources. 177, 188
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prescriptive decision models Pragmatic frameworks that seek to both explain how behavior should occur in reality, given that normative assumptions are often violated, and prescribe steps in order to achieve many normative goals. 177, 188
prospect theory (PT) A theory of behavioral
economics that accepts expected utility theory and subjective expected utility theory’s
subjective perception of outcomes and probabilities but further posits that decision makers
are influenced by relative change from a reference point. 179, 189
recognition heuristic Judgments or decisions
based on which of two or more choice options
is the more recognizable. 184, 189
representativeness heuristic Draws
comparisons between specific cases and a standard
or parent population, sometimes resulting
in the incorrect conclusion that just because
something is more representative, it is also
more likely to be true. 186, 189
reverse framing A phenomenon, witnessed most
often in adolescents, in which a person tends
to make the opposite choices than those seen
in the typical framing effect (i.e., choosing the
gamble in the gain frame and the sure option
in the loss frame). 182, 188
risk A concept measured in economics terms as
“increased variance of outcomes” but given
broader meaning in social scientific research,
often incorporating anti-social and unhealthy
behaviors (e.g., drug and alcohol abuse). 178
satisficing When decision makers strive to make
“good enough” rather than ideal decisions on
the basis of limited information or under time
pressure. 189
status quo bias Treats default settings or previous choices as reference points that are typically preferred over alternative choice options.
185
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Glossary

subjective expected utility (SEU) theory An
economic theory that incorporates subjective perception of probability in addition to
expected utility theory’s (EUT) negativelyaccerating function of objective magnitude.
Accordingly, this theory posits that decisionmakers will rely on the product of subjective
magnitude and subjective probability of an
outcome (i.e., the subjective expected utility)
to make a decision. 179, 189

tallying (TALLY) strategy a special case of the
weighted additive (WADD) rule in which pros
and cons are just added up (see EW, equal
weighting). 187

sunk-cost fallacy Continued investment into an
endeavor even if the endeavor proves unsuccessful, resulting from people’s unwillingness
to waste or abandon previously made investments. 185

uncertainty The amount of variance in the possible outcomes of a particular decision. 178

take-the-best (TTB) strategy Chooses
the
first option that outperforms another option
on any choice attribute deemed “sufficient
enough” to enable a decision. 187
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temporal discounting The tendency of a person
to assign smaller subjective values to a delayed rewards compared to immediate rewards. 181, 189

weighted additive (WADD) rule Multiplies
the value of each piece of information with the
perceived importance of the relevant choice
attribute before comparing choice options
based on the sum of these value X relevance
products. 187

